Ch… Ch… Ch… Changes
Effectively Managing Transitions
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Change

=

Transition
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Bridges Model: Three Phases of
Transition

Bridges, W. (2016). Managing transitions: Making the most of change. Boston: Da Capo Lifelong Books
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Bridges Model: Needs & Responses
Ending

New Beginning

Neutral Zone

Graphic Source: PA Consulting Group: London. http://www.paconsulting.com/
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Stages of Psychological Transition
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Stages of Grief
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Shout Out:
Identify some transitions that have occurred in your area when people
did not enter into a New Beginning
• What was the result for them and the department?
• What do you think keeps people from transitioning to New
Beginnings?
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Employee Reactions
What employees are feeling…

What Supervisors might see…

•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insecure about job
Fear of the unknown
Overwhelmed (change and workload)
Mistrust of management
Unquenchable need for information
Guilt
Lack of loyalty
High stress levels
Lower self-esteem
Dependent on the organization

Narrow-minded
Aversion to risk
Low productivity
Low energy/depression
Increased absenteeism
Low morale
Loss of pride in the organization
Increased resistance
Malicious compliance
Acts of sabotage
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Organizational Reaction
• Management credibility issues
• Politics replacing teamwork
• Creativity reduced
• Increased Unspoken Fear

• Need for meaningful work
• More concern re: skill development and personal growth

• Need for Recognition and appreciation
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Missing the Mark
What People
Want During
Change…
Empathy

What People
Usually
Get…
Autocratic
Behavior

Someone who will listen
and be nonjudgmental

Highly directive orders
that allow for no
participation

Information

Avoidance

An intellectual
understanding of “why”

No one legitimizing the
feelings of employees

Ideas

Rah-Rah

Options, plans,
directions

“Let’s make it happen”
A bad sell job of the
reason for change
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Best practices for leaders during change
Lead by example
• Model behaviors that you are asking others to assume: be positive, open, flexible, engaging of your team,
and focused on your mission and objectives

Communicate
• Recognize that during times of change people need a lot of information on a regular and ongoing basis -you can’t over communicate at this time

Anticipate that people will approach change differently
• Be prepared with rationale and possible suggestions to involve people
• Help develop ideas and suggestions that will help them feel more in control of their work world

Visibility:
• Ensure visibility and accessibility of senior management. Increase informal communication and express
appreciation to employees.
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Case Study: U-M Ann Arbor (Student Life)
Context
•Ten year state allocation declines
•Seven year university budget reductions

•University leadership turnover
•Consolidated IT, Finance, Public Safety, HR
•Renovations: housing, dining, rec, union
•Redundancy in organizational structures
•Increasing interest in outsourcing

•Rising expectations among public/parents
•Legitimate requests for more from students
•Unflinching obligation to students
•Leadership fear (mine!)

National Association of College Auxiliary Services: http://www.naylornetwork.com/jil-nwl/articles/index-v4.asp?aid=322335&issueID=40093
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Case Study: Actions, Reactions, Results
Two Years Later…
Actions
Gathering
•
Three retreats (40 leaders)
•
Many individual meetings
•
Three Town Halls
Visioning
•
Context presentation
•
Case for change presentation
•
Clear: What won’t change!
•
Destination described
•
New org. structure announced
•
New hires (over time)
Communicating
•
Created transition team
•
Issued regular Newsletter
•
One-year anniversary party!

Reactions
Employee Fears
•
Job loss
•
Identity loss
•
Functional area supervision loss
•
Can I do this job?
•
Will the students get lost?
Employee Emotions
• Anger
• Sadness
• Withdrawal
• Excitement
• Motivation
• Willingness
Employee Assumptions
• Loren long planned this change
• Loren doesn’t understand our work
• Loren played favorites

Results
Productivity
•
Revenue growth in ALL areas
•
Budget / Labor sharing
•
Existing positions for new needs
•
Stronger branding, messaging
Organizational
• Easier project mgmt. (e.g. unions)
• New programs (e.g. fitness)
• Boundary crossing (e.g. dining)
• Better training (e.g. culinary)
• Stronger dept. collaboration
People
• New great leadership hires
• Growth opportunities for staff
• Taught us we can adapt
• Students ARE still in the CENTER
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Case Study: What We Learned…
Lessons
•There is no replacement for leadership
•No amount of information replaces courage

•Transition requires core “champions”
•It takes longer than expected
•Some people have been waiting for this
•Some people will leave
•Most people are resilient

•Student dev. background is good training
•Pretty soon… it feels “normal” (~3 yrs.)

National Association of College Auxiliary Services: http://www.naylornetwork.com/jil-nwl/articles/index-v4.asp?aid=322335&issueID=40093
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Case Study: Mapping to Bridges

Auxiliaries
Housing, Unions, Recreation, Dining
Conferences, Marketing, Capital Projects
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